Xpert Xplorer
ROUTE - 1.67 miles / 2.7km
(approx. 35 minutes at an average walking pace)
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Visit walkit.com to help you plan your way around
Stirling on foot.
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Remember to follow the Scottish Outdoor Access
Code while exploring the Stirling Heritage Trails.
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2| Carys Lyons, Riverside Primary School, P5
3| View of Works, courtesy of Stirling Council Archives
4| Grey Heron, courtesy of Emma Baillie

Surrounded on three sides by the River Forth and on
the remaining side by the main Inverness to London
railway, Riverside was once a hive of industrial
and military activity. Today it is a more sedate and
peaceful residential area of Stirling. Much of your
walk will take you on a loop around the river, but
if you have time you can explore the streets that
cross the area. Some of the first social housing in
Scotland was constructed in Riverside nearly 100
years ago and with building designs changing over
the years, there are lots of styles to see.
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Welcome to the
Riverside
Heritage Trail
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Follow Forrest Road past Riverside Primary
School and follow the street round to the right
onto Forth Street. Turn left on Forth Street along
to Shore Road and on your right is the bridge
and starting point.

Riverside
Heritage Trail

Visit travelinescotland.com to help you plan your
journey to, in and around Stirling.

Battlefield

Interpretation Board

Extended walk including there and back walk to
Old Stirling Bridge - 2.17 miles / 3.5km
(approx. 50 minutes at an average walking pace)

(Alternatively walk straight on, along Lovers Walk
and under the rail bridges to the underpass to
the old Stirling Bridge and city centre via the
Customs Roundabout underpass)
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Core Path

The trails on the map allow you to enjoy and plan circular
routes. The pink core paths are additional routes to enjoy
the area.

Bus Stop

Start of Xplorer Trail

A9

Cross the Shore Bridge, over the railway and
into Riverside. While you are walking this route,
the river will always be on your right hand
side. Keep to the right along the pavement
past the pillars and down to the small park on
the edge of the old harbour by the river. Keep
walking along Shore Road until it joins with
Abbey Road. Follow Abbey Road all the way
to the end until you see the pedestrian bridge
into Cambuskenneth. Pass the bridge and
continue along the riverside path until you come
to the end. Turn left at the bowling club onto
Queenshaugh Drive and join the riverside path
past the rowing club. After the rowing club turn
left into Forrest Road.

This leaflet is intended to help you explore Stirling
Heritage Trails and enjoy Stirling as a “Walkable City”.

Key

This leaflet is one of many produced in partnership with
Stirling’s communities to help you explore the rich and
varied heritage of our wonderful city. You’ll find them at
www.stirlingheritagetrails.co.uk
For led walks in the area see the Stirling Walking Network
at www.activestirling.org.uk

www.stirlingheritagetrails.co.uk
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